
Hi my name is Hasana Muhammad (fun fact about myself). I’m at (Uni name, place). TechX is a
partnership with HBCU's AND HSI's to immerse students and faculty in the Google community.

Hi my name is Alejandra Munoz and (fun fact about myself). I’m at (Uni name, place). We’re
conducting these interviews to learn more about what hiring managers and recruiters are
looking for in SWE candidates.

INTERVIEW #1
Section 2: Putting the interviewee at ease (2 minutes / Hasana)

● Can you tell me about your role at Google?
UX manager in google health. Ux researcher initially.

● What’s your favorite part about your job?
Ux researcher, 6 years at google. He enjoyed working on one and one and cultivating

people. Find the best people possible for the job, and make sure they are the best for the job.

Section 3: Key questions (22 minutes)
SWE Background - Alejandra

● What makes a candidate stand out from the bunch, what makes them pop?
Do a scan of the basics, make sure some things are there to start. Someone who has a
unique background or angle/perspective. A few things that are valuable based on the
position, special skills or done a unique stint in something. Looking for passion and will
do whatever it takes.

● What must be there for you to consider them?
Base set of technical skills, for User research is personability and ability to engage.

Question around working with SWE...
Resume - Hasana

● Do recruiters/managers check out other pages that students link from their resumes?
For sure they do. No cover letter but clicking through portafolios. They do check to see
what they reference in their resume. There needs to be a certain level of interest, before
clicking anywhere.

● How in depth should you go about your experience writing your resume?
Harvard Best Practices for resumes. 10 years per page. One page resume, it should all
be there. Weave together a narrative, but they acknowledge that at first, bullets are good
to be specific. Fleshed about as much as possible.

● What if you don’t have much experience? What did your resume look like before you had
professional experience?
Volunteer work, conferences, some people do a redesign or analysis of current things.

Lets them see you are passionate by taking time outside to do extra projects. Flag those option
things you have done. Don’t inflate things, be honest.

Portfolio - Alejandra



● What are common elements of successful portfolios and portfolio presentations?
Making it clear what the skills are, simple IA (Menu resume but it was a little hard to navigate
and pull info from.) Skills, tell a clear story. Pace it properly, 3 main things they should know
about you. Skills, something interesting, scrappiness

Section 4: Thank-you and closing (2 minutes) - Hasana
● Do you have any questions for us?

● What is one thing you would like to share that you wish you knew when you were in our
shoes?
Practical experience is better than academic experience. If you know what you want to
do, go and do it instead of searching for more academia. Just go out there, maybe.

Closing - Hasana
[Group 5 - Paste your questions here]
Thank you for your time, we appreciate your feedback/advice and will use this information when
applying to these positions.



INTERVIEW #2
Section 2: Putting the interviewee at ease (2 minutes / Hasana)

● Can you tell me about your role at Google?
Manager, google stadia, 7 years. Canada medical companies. Client side stuff, web
apps, stop writing code and work with humans writing code. Merge computers and
people trying to use them. Before Google made up its own process, Google had a
different rigorous process. Within google process, interviews, candidates, hiring
committees independent panel that review notes to see if they  match with the role. On
going performance evaluations.

● What’s your favorite part about your job?
Watching people grow. I like having an impact on people as swe. Knowing that what i do

makes their life easier. I always really enjoyed it, making sure that I actually know what I’m trying
to do. GIve them the most value for my own engineering capacity.
Be transparent and honest.I want to support people in whatever they want to do. Archive their
goals no matter what and not be surprised by the process. Owning their own career, but making
your own decisions. Advocate for people, and ask how they want to be held accountable.
Section 3: Key questions (22 minutes)
SWE Background - Alejandra

● What makes a candidate stand out from the bunch, what makes them pop?
Thinking deeply about the problem. He likes to make sure we are always helping the
user. Two kinds of people: tech for tech, tech for helping users. Knowing if you excel at
one of those. Do you think about technical problems and will it do its job. Resume, can
they talk about it and can share about their decisions. Able to walk through their process.
Are you methodical? Testability, usability, etc...

● What must be there for you to consider them?
A project, ideally you have done something outside of assignments. Had challenges,
took a few weeks? If the answer to everything was in the textbook, etc, we have nothing
to talk about. Hackathons, open source projects.

Resume - Hasana
● Do recruiters/managers check out other pages that students link from their resumes?

Sometimes. I’ve done it, i’ve looked at github links and i’m also disappointed at looking at
github linked. Don’t do it for the sake of it, do it for the value there. But i would suggest
not having too many. If you have 12 links, you have to assume they’ll click one, or you
have to see which one they’ll be click and if it’s the right one. One or two links that are
important.

● How in depth should you go about your experience writing your resume?
Doing highlights of technologies is helpful. Focus on complexity. Unique part of your
offering, so that people could ask me about it. Figure out how you want to portray
yourself. How much weight would I put in each of those attributes. A phrase or two (or a
project or two) that entices soebody, a part of the problem that you solved that makes it



less of a laundry list.SOme aspect that say that says you solvedproblem, look at the
context of the problem.

● What if you don’t have much experience? What did your resume look like before you had
professional experience?

Portfolio - Alejandra
● What are common elements of successful portfolios and portfolio presentations?

Is it well tested, what is the journey behind it? Don’t put too much emphasis on portfolio

Section 4: Thank-you and closing (2 minutes) - Hasana
● Do you have any questions for us?

● What is one thing you would like to share that you wish you knew when you were in our
shoes?
I own my career, I lean a lot on my managers. I wish I'd know how important it is to ask
questions. Making sure that I understand what was going on, and what is expected of
me. Continue finding people to talk to. Understanding what your value is. Understand
what you want and be honest about it.

Closing - Hasana
[Group 5 - Paste your questions here]
Thank you for your time, we appreciate your feedback/advice and will use this information when
applying to these positions.



INTERVIEW #3
Section 2: Putting the interviewee at ease (2 minutes / Hasana)

● Can you tell me about your role at Google?
User experience and humans researcher, in google nest. Smart products in general

● What’s your favorite part about your job?
Feeling like I have a lot of information to answer and make an impact on the product.I

get information from people and can highlight the important things and the team makes
decisions on it.
Section 3: Key questions (22 minutes)
SWE Background - Alejandra

● What makes a candidate stand out from the bunch, what makes them pop?
Energy thing, sometimes people nervous or not confident, when someone is happy to be
there or comes of confident its the first impression

● What must be there for you to consider them?
Experience collaborating with others (team player), willing to help out other people, being
able to deal with unclear instructions (ambiguity),

Resume - Hasana
● Do recruiters/managers check out other pages that students link from their resumes?

Yes, I would definitely do that, i know that is really big for ux design. I think for
researchers if they link, it’s less about imagery and more about process.

● How in depth should you go about your experience writing your resume?
There is a middle ground there, because i am reading a resume so fast, you want to
snake it easily to be glanzable, what are the top bullets and go extra in depth when it
comes to the interview.

● What if you don’t have much experience? What did your resume look like before you had
professional experience?
I would highlight any projects that are user centered and put those in the middle, put

courses that are relevant. And just look at an app and see what makes it better and add that as
a project.

Portfolio - Alejandra
● What are common elements of successful portfolios and portfolio presentations?

Not successful: just put the finished product. Show your design process, talk about people you
spoke to or thought about, sketches and wireframes, then show finished product.

Section 4: Thank-you and closing (2 minutes) - Hasana
● Do you have any questions for us?

● What is one thing you would like to share that you wish you knew when you were in our
shoes?
Don’t underestimate yourself. I don’t know anything, these people know more, but while



that is true, there will always be people that know more, but that doesn’t mean you aren’t
valuable.
Focus on what you do know
Highlight a skill that you are really good at.

Closing - Hasana
[Group 5 - Paste your questions here]
Thank you for your time, we appreciate your feedback/advice and will use this information when
applying to these positions.


